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Neon blaster unblocked games 76

Neon Blaster – fun and addictive space shooting game. Shoot all the blocks and update your weapon to get them all! Can you protect your base from the enemies? Challenge your friends! Shoot them alllll Extreme Asphalt Car Racing With Neon Blaster, get ready to be thrills and spills of a living neon adventure! If you trust your targeting
skills, you will love this game! All you have to do is aim at the neon flying objects and eliminate the danger by shooting them. You can collect the gems by destroying the objects and using them to increase your power! When you're ready, let's kill 'em all! In this fun shooting game, all you should do is destroy flying neon objects by simply
using your mouse to move your blaster and keep the left click to shoot. Or you can use your arrows on the left and right keyboard to move the blaster and the arrow up to shoot. The goal is to eliminate the neon-colored and numbered objects before they reach their weapon. With each object you blow up, you earn some coins that can later
be spent to upgrade your weapon and restore damage. You can also have a neon pet machine to help you shoot the targets. You can also upgrade your pet performance with your income. Check your score, kills, and overall at the end of the game. Now is the time to bite. Good luck and have fun! If you want to improve your targeting
skills, be sure to check out our collection of online and free shooting games to browse more funny titles like this game. DeveloperGAMEE developed this gameRelease DateAugust 27, 2019Features3D Neon graphicsTargeting capabilities enhancementVarious power amplifiers to upgradeEndless gameplay to enjoyControlsYou can simply
use their mouse to move the weapon and shoot left click. You can also use the left and right point arrows to move the gun and the up arrow to shoot. Neon Blaster is a fun and super addictive space shooter game template that is brought to you by Y8. In this game, you control a cannon that shoots automatically and must destroy all
enemies who want to chase you. You get coins by destroying enemies. You can then spend your coins to upgrade your ball system or buy a new special upgrade called Pet, which opens a new colleague ship that fights at your side and can be upgraded individually. Your goal is to stay as long as to survive! Survive!
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